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The photoproduction of bottomonium-like states Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) via γp scatterings is studied within
an effective Lagrangian approach and the vector-meson-dominance model. The Regge model is employed to
calculate the photoproduction of Zb state via t-channel with π exchange. The numerical results show that the
values of total cross section of Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) can reach 0.14 nb and 0.038 nb, respectively, near
the center of mass energy of 22GeV. The experimental measurements and studies on the photoproduction of
Zb state near energy region around W ≃ 22 GeV are suggested. Moreover, with the help of eSTARlight and
STARlight program, one obtain the cross sections and event numbers of Zb(10610) production in electron-ion
collisions (EIC) and Ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs). The results show that a considerable number of events
from Zb(10610) can be produced on the relevant experiment of EICs and UPCs. In addition, one calculate the
rates and kinematic distributions for γp → Zbn in ep and pA collisions via EICs and UPCs, and the relevant
results will provide an important reference for the RHIC, LHC, EIC-US, LHeC and FCC experiments to search
for the bottomonium-like Zb state.
PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 13.85.-t, 11.10.Ef, 12.40.Vv, 12.40.Nn
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, with the continuous progress of high energy physics experiments, more and more exotic hadron states have
been discovered [1–3]. The study of the production and properties of exotic hadron states is not only conducive to the improve-
ment and development of hadron spectrum and hadron classification, but also of great significance for in-depth understanding
of non-perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The candidate particles of the exotic state that have been discovered are
mostly concentrated in the charm energy region, and the discovered exotic state in the bottom quark energy region is still very
limited [1–3]. In 2011, two bottomonium-like states Zb(10610) and Zb(10650), were observed by the Belle Collaboration [4],
and a series of subsequent experiments also discovered these two states from different decay channels [4–7]. Since the quantum
numbers and decay properties of Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) are very similar [1], for convenience, Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) will
be abbreviated as Zb later. These two states are considered to be different from the traditional hadron states and are likely to
contain at least four quarks[2, 3].
The Zb has inspired extensive studies on the underlying properties, where a tetraquark state [8–10], hadronic molecule inter-
pretation [11–16] are performed. More discussions can be found in Refs. [2, 17]. In Ref. [3], the authors pointed out that, since
these two states are discovered through the decay reaction of the bottomonium, the contribution of the triangular singularities
during the reaction cannot be ignored , which means that one cannot yet determine whether these two states are genuine particles.
At present, carrying out the investigation of Zb is still an interesting research topic.
Besides the analysis of the mass spectrum and the decay behavior, studying the production of Zb in more different mechanisms
is very helpful to obtain the definite evidence for their nature as genuine states. As well known, the meson photoproduction
process was proposed to be an effective way to search for the exotic states [18–24]. We take notice of the Zb → Υ(nS )π+
decay modes, which indicates that there exists the strong coupling between Zb and Υ(nS )π
+. Since the Υ(nS ) is a vector meson,
we suppose that we can carry out the production of the Zb states through the meson photoproduction. In the current work,
the photoproduction of Zb will be studied within the framework of an effective Lagrangian approach and the vector-meson-
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2dominance (VMD) model [25–27]. The calculations will provide crucial information of the suitable process and the best energy
window of searching for the Zb states on related photoproduction experiments.
In hadron-hadron collisions, when the impact parameter of the two hadrons are larger than the sum of radius of two hadrons,
the short interactions between the hadrons are suppressed, this collision is denoted as ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs) [28, 29].
Since electric-magnetic interaction is long range interaction, it is important in UPCs. The photon is almost real photon in UPCs
when the mass number of hadron is larger than 16. Hence, UPCs is a good platform to study the photoproduction of exotic
states.
Electron-ions collider (EIC) is important to study the nucleon structure and photoproduction in the future. For example, EicC,
EIC-US, LHeC and FCC are proposed [30–33]. In EIC, the photon emitted from electron beam can be virtual photon. This is
different from the photon-proton interaction in UPCs. Thus, EIC can be used to investigated the photoproduction in border Q2
region.
STARlight and eSTARlight are two important Monte-Carlo package to simulate the photonproduction in UPCs and EICs
[34, 35]. The cross section of real photon and proton scattering are necessary in the simulation process. The information of
momentum of final states are output in the packages and the total cross sections in UPCs and EICs are calculated in STARlight
and eSTARlight. Using the momentum of the final states, one can give the rapidity distributions other distributions in UPCs and
EICs. In this work, we apply the cross section of Zb in photon-proton calculated in effective Lagrangian method. Then, we can
obtain the total cross sections of Zb in UPCs and EICs and some distributions.
In this work, the Election-ion Collider (EIC) and Ultra-peripheral collisions (UPCs) are also recommended to study the Zb
states, where the calculation of the process γp → Zbn is requisite. Therefore, after the discussion of the Zb photoproduction,
we turn to carry out the production of Zb in EIC and UPCs. The simulations are implemented by feat of the eSTARlight and
STARlight programs [34, 35], which is well within the capabilities of the LHC and RHIC[28, 36]. The total cross sections of Zb
in proposed EICs and UPCs are given in this paper. Some distributions of Zb are also depicted. These results will be helpful to
identify the Zb in the future experiment.
This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, one present the formalism for the production of Zb in Section II.
The numerical results of the Zb production follow in Section III. Finally, the paper ends with a brief summary.
II. FORMALISM
A. Zb photoproduction in γp → Zbn reaction
In this work, the production of the hidden-bottom Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) states via γp → Zbn reaction with π exchange
will be studied with an effective Lagrangian approach. In the PDG book [1], one find that the Zb(10610) or Zb(10650) can decay
to a bottomonium plus π meson with a branching ratio of a few percent. Since Zb states are not directly coupled to photons,
the vector-meson-dominance (VMD) model can be used to calculate the photoproduction of Zb states through t channel with π
exchange. The Feynman diagram of the γp → Zbn reaction via t channel π exchange is depicted in Fig. 1. It is noted from
Fig. 1 that we only consider the coupling of Υ
′
(1s, 2s, 3s) and photons. In addition, although Zb can also decay to hb(1p, 2p)π,
since the branching ratio of hb(1p, 2p) decay to electron-positron pair is not given in PDG [1], one roughly think that the direct
coupling of hb(1p, 2p) to photons is also very weak and can be ignored.
γ
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for the reaction γp → Zbn.
31. Lagrangians for the Zb production
In PDG [1], the spin-parity quantum numbers of Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) are both 1
+, thus the Lagrangian density for the
vertices of ZbΥ
′
π and πNN are written as [18, 37],
LZbΥ′π =
gZbΥ
′
π
MZb
(∂µΥ
′ν∂µπZbν − ∂µΥ′ν∂νπZbµ), (1)
LπNN = −igπNN N¯γ5~τ · ~πN, (2)
where Zb, Υ
′
, π and N denote the fields of Zb(10610)/Zb(10650),Υ
′
, pion and nucleon meson, respectively. Here, the g2
πNN
/4π =
12.96 is adopted [38].
The values of coupling constants gZbΥ
′
π can be derived from the corresponding decay width
ΓZb→Υ′π =
(
gZbΥ
′
π
MZb
)2 |~p c.m.π |
24πM2
Zb
×
 (M
2
Zb
− m2
Υ
′ − m2π)2
2
+ m2
Υ
′ E
2
π
 , (3)
with
|~p c.m.π | =
λ1/2(M2
Zb
,m2
Υ
′ ,m2π)
2MZb
, (4)
Eπ =
√
|~p c.m.π |2 + m2π, (5)
where λ is the Ka¨llen function with λ(x, y, z) ≡ (x − y − z)2 − 4yz, and the MZb mΥ′ , and mπ are the masses of Zb, Υ
′
, and pion
meson, respectively. The partial decay width and coupling constants for Zb → Υ′π are listed in Table I.
TABLE I: The values of coupling constants gZbΥ
′
π by taking the corresponding decay width of ΓZb→Υ′π in PDG book [1]. Here the unit of width
is MeV.
states ΓZb→Υ′ (1S )π gZbΥ′ (1S )π ΓZb→Υ′ (2S )π gZbΥ′ (2S )π ΓZb→Υ′ (3S )π gZbΥ′ (3S )π
Zb(10610) 0.099 0.487 0.66 3.3 0.386 9.292
Zb(10650) 0.02 0.21 0.161 1.468 0.184 4.916
The coupling of Zb to the photon, one need to derive it by the vector meson dominance (VMD) mechanism [25–27]. In the
VMD mechanism for photoproduction, a real photon can fluctuate into a virtual vector meson, which subsequently scatters off
the target proton.
The Lagrangian depicting the coupling of the meson Υ
′
with a photon reads as [22, 23]
LΥ′γ = −
em2
Υ
′
fΥ′
Υ
′
µA
µ, (6)
where fΥ′ is the Υ
′
decay constant, respectively. Thus one gets the expression for the Υ
′ → e+e− decay,
ΓΥ′→e+e− =
(
e
fΥ′
)2 8α ∣∣∣~p c.m.e ∣∣∣3
3m2
Υ
′
, (7)
where ~p c.m.e denotes the three-momentum of an electron in the rest frame of the Υ
′
meson. The α = e2/4π = 1/137 is the
electromagnetic fine structure constant. With the partial decay width of Υ
′
(1s, 2s, 3s) → e+e− [1], one gets e/ fΥ′ (1s) ≃ 0.0076,
e/ fΥ′ (2s) ≃ 0.005 and e/ fΥ′ (3s) ≃ 0.0042.
42. Reggeized t channel
Since the energy corresponding to the γp → Zbn reaction is above 10 GeV, the Reggeized treatment will be applied to the t
channel process. Usually, one just need to replace the Feynman propagator with the Regge propagator as
1
t − m2π
→ ( s
sscale
)απ(t)
πα′π
Γ[1 + απ(t)] sin[παπ(t)]
, (8)
where the scale factor sscale is fixed at 1 GeV. In addition, the Regge trajectories of απ(t) is written as [37],
απ(t) = 0.7(t − m2π). (9)
It can be seen that no free parameters have been added after the introduction of the Regge model.
3. Amplitude
Based on the Lagrangians above, the scattering amplitude for the reactions γp → Zbn can be constructed as
− iMγp→Zbn = ǫµZb (k2)u¯(p2)Aµνu(p1)ǫ
ν
γ(k1), (10)
where u is the Dirac spinor of nucleon, and ǫZb and ǫγ are the polarization vector of Zb meson and photon, respectively.
The reduced amplitudeAµν for the t channel Zb photoproduction reads
Aµν = −i(
√
2gπNN
gZbΥ
′
π
MZb
e
fΥ′
)γ5[k1 · (k2 − k1)gµν − k1µ(k2 − k1)ν]
× 1
q2 − m2π
FπNN(q2)FZbΥ′π(q2), (11)
For the t-channel meson exchanges [18, 19, 21, 37], the general form factorFt(q2t ) consisting ofFZbΥ′π = (m2Υ′ −m2π)/(m2Υ′ −q2π)
and FπNN = (Λ2t −m2π)/(Λ2t −q2π) are taken into account. Here, qπ and mπ are 4-momentum and mass of the πmeson, respectively.
The value of the cutoff Λt will be taken as 2.0 GeV, which is the same as that in Ref. [37].
With the preparation in the previous section, the cross section of the reaction γp → Zbn can be calculated. The differential
cross section in the center of mass (c.m.) frame is written as
dσ
d cos θ
=
1
32πs
∣∣∣∣~k c.m.2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣~k c.m.1
∣∣∣∣
14
∑
λ
|M|2
 , (12)
Here, s = (k1 + p1)
2, and θ denotes the angle of the outgoing Zb meson relative to γ beam direction in the c.m. frame. ~k
c.m.
1
and
~k c.m.
2
are the three-momenta of the initial photon beam and final Zb meson, respectively.
B. Zb production in EIC and UPCs
In the electron-proton scattering, the cross section of Zb is given by [35, 39]
σ(ep → eZbn) =
∫
dkdQ2
dN2(k, Q2)
dkdQ2
σγ∗p→Zbn(W, Q
2),
where k is the momentum of the photon emitted from electron in target rest frame, W is the center of mass (c.m.) energy of the
photon and proton system, and Q2 is the virtuality of the photon. The photon flux reads as [40]
d2N(k, Q2)
dkdQ2
=
α
πkQ2
[
1 − k
Ee
+
k2
2E2e
−
(
1 − k
Ee
)∣∣∣∣Q
2
min
Q2
∣∣∣∣].
The Q2 dependence of σγ∗p→Z+
b
n(W, Q
2) is factorized as
σγ∗p→Zbn(W, Q
2) = σγp→Zbn(W, Q
2 = 0)
( M2
V
M2
V
+ Q2
)η
.
5This formulas is from VMD form through the value η, which describe the Q2 dependent for exclusive cross section fitted from
experimental data. Since there is no parameter for Zb particles, we apply the same η from J/ψ as Ref. [35]. This assumption has
very little impact on the project for Zb because we consider the 0 < Q
2 < 1GeV2, which is quasi-real events[41].
The cross section of exotic charged particle in UPCs is computed in integrating the photon flux and photon-proton cross
section. The photon flux is the number of photon emitted from nucleus. The photon-proton cross section of exotic charged
particle can be calculate in effective Lagrangian method. In p-A UPCs, the cross section of the pA → nAZb is given as follow
[34]
σ(pA → AZbn) =
∫
dk
dNγ(k)
dk
σγp→Zbn(W). (13)
where k is the momentum of the photon emitted from nucleus, W is the center of mass (c.m.) energy of the photon and proton
system. The photon emitted from nucleus is presented as [42]
dNγ(k)
dk
=
2Z2α
πk
(
XK0(X)K1(X) −
X2
2
[K21 (X) − K20 (X)]
)
. (14)
where X = bmink/γL, bmin = RA + Rp is sum of radius of proton and nucleus. γL =
√
s/2mp is the Lorentz boost factor. K0(x)
and K1(x) are the Bessel functions. Z denote the charge number of the nucleus.
Employing the cross sections of charged exotic particle in photon-proton interaction, we can get the charged exotic particle
cross sections in e-p scattering in EIC and p-A UPCs. With the Monte-Carlo package eSTARlight and STARlight, we can
simulate the Zb production processes and get the four momentum of final states. Then, we can obtain the spectrum of Zb in
rapidity distributions and transverse momentum distributions.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Photoproduction of Zb
In Fig. 2 we present the total cross section for the reaction γp → Zbn from threshold to 50 GeV of the center of mass energy.
One find that the total cross section of the γp → Zb(10610)n scattering process reaches a maximum at the center of mass energy
W ≃ 22 GeV, which is about 0.14 nb. In addition, the results in Fig. 2 show that the cutoff parameterΛt has no particularly large
influence on the cross section. When the value of cutoff is taken from 1.5 to 2.5, the total cross section of γp → Zb(10610)n at
W ≃ 22 GeV is always on the order of 0.1 nb.
 Z(10610)
 Z(10650)
s t
ot
al
 (n
b)
W (GeV)
FIG. 2: The total cross section for the γp → Zbn reaction via pionic Regge trajectory exchange. The red solid, and blue dashed lines are for
the Zb(10610), and the Zb(10650), respectively. Here, the value of cutoff Λt is taken as 2.0± 0.5. The bands stand for the error bar of the cutoff
Λt.
6B. Zb production in EIC and UPCs
Photoproduction measurements are an important test of the structure of exotic state. Since energy span of EICs and UPCs
facilities is large, it is advantageous to find the exotic state in the bottom quark energy region. Based on the previous Zb
photoproduction results, with the help of eSTARlight and STARlight program, one obtain the cross sections and event numbers
of Zb(10610) production in EICs and UPCs. As presented in Table II, the results based on the several accelerator devices are
calculated. It is obvious that the cross section of Zb(10610) in UPCs is larger than that in EICs since the photon flux of nucleus
is larger than electron beam. However, the event numbers of Zb(10610) in EICs is larger than UPCs, especially FCC. It can be
seen that the difference between the total cross sections in EICs are small since the cross section of EICs are independent on the
collide energy.
TABLE II: Cross sections and event numbers of Zb(10610) in e-p scattering and p-A UPCs. The integrated luminosities are the same as
Ref.[39]. The luminosity 15 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 was assumed for 107 s of running was assumed for FCC [33].
e-p EIC-US e-p LHeC e-p FCC p-Au RHIC p-Pb LHC
Beam energy, GeV 18 (e) vs. 275 (p) 60 (e) vs. 7 × 103 (p) 60 (e) vs. 50 × 103 (p) 100 (p) vs. 100 (Au) 7 × 103 (p) vs. 2.778 × 103 (Pb)
Integrated luminosity 10 fb−1 10 fb−1 150 fb−1 4.5 pb−1 2 pb−1
Zb(10610) Cross sections 9.6 pb 13 pb 15 pb 3.0 nb 46 nb
Expecte statistics, 106 events 0.096 0.13 2.3 0.014 0.092
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Rapidity distributions of Zb(10610) in e-p at EIC-US, LHeC and FCC with 0 < Q
2 < 1 GeV2 and p-Au and p-Pb UPCs
at RHIC and LHC.
Secondly, for the Zb(10610) production in EICs and UPCs, we also calculate the rapidity distributions of Zb(10610) in e-p
and p-A, as presented in Fig. 3. these two distributions are relatively wide, which is related to the production mechanism of Zb
through t-channel with pionic Regge trajectory exchange. This indicates that the distribution shape of the rapidity and transverse
momentum reflects the shape of the cross section in Fig. 2. From the left graph in Fig. 3, it can seen that photoproduction
of EIC-US is near mid-rapidity and it is easy for identifying in the detector system. From the right graph of Fig. 3, we can
also conclude that it is easy to discover Zb(106110) in p-Au UPCs than p-Pb UPCs since the production of Zb(10610) is near
mid-rapidity. Secondly, the transverse momentum distributions in e-p scattering and p-A UPCs are also shown in Fig. 4. These
results can be used as prediction for experiments. It can seen that the three transverse momentum of EICs are close to each other
since the total cross sections are close to each other. These distributions can be employed to identifying the pentaquarks states.
In p-A UPCs, the difference between the two distributions are large because the total cross section in p-Pb is larger than the
cross section in p-Au UPCs. It can be seen that the largest value of transverse momentum are about 0.2 - 0.4 GeV in both EICs
and UPCs.
Moreover, We also give the t-distribution for the Zb(10610) production in e-p and p-A UPCs in Fig. 5. The t-distributions are
close to each other in three EICs and are different in two UPCs. These conclusions are the same to the transverse momentum
distributions. Due to adoption of the Regge propagator, it can be seen from the Fig. 5 that the shape of the curve of the
differential cross section of the t-distribution is relatively steep. This will be an important theoretical basis for us to clarify the
role and contribution of the Regge propagator through EIC or UPCs experiments.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Transverse momentum distributions of Zb(10610) in e-p at EIC-US, LHeC and FCC with 0 < Q
2 < 1 GeV2 and p-Au
and p-Pb UPCs at RHIC and LHC.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The t-distribution for the Zb(10610) production in e-p and p-A scatterings.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, based on the effective field theory and the VMDmechanism, the photoproduction of two bottomonium-like states
Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) states in the Reggeized t channel with π exchange is investigated for the first time. The numerical
results show that the total cross section of the γp → Zbn reaction reaches a maximum at the center of mass energy W ≃ 22 GeV,
which indicate that the center of mass energy 22 GeV is the best energy window for searching for the Zb states via γp scattering.
Hence, an experimental study of the bottomonium-like states Zb via the γp reaction is strongly suggested, which can be carried
on the photoproduction experiments.
With the help of eSTARlight and STARlight program, the cross sections and event numbers of Zb(10610) production in EICs
and UPCs were predicted. As shown in Table II, the EICs may collected more events due to the larger luminosity. Moreover,
we also simulated the rapidity and transverse momentum distributions of Zb(10610) in e-p and p-A scattering processes. These
results will provide an important basis for studying the production and properties of Zb in RHIC, LHC, EIC-US, LHeC and FCC
experiments.
Since the Reggeons are composed mostly of quarks, using Reggeons to prove the distribution of sea quarks and anti-quarks
in nuclei may be an interesting and effective way [39]. In this work, the photoproduction of Zb is calculated by introducing the
Regge model, so the numerical results obtained will be beneficial to the experimental study of Reggeon. In addition, we also give
the cross section of t distribution of Zb in different scattering processes, which will provide an important theoretical reference
for clarifying the role and contribution of Reggeon.
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